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In the bestselling tradition of The Five People You Meet in Heaven and Humans of New York comes a
collection of authentic, emotional, and inspiring stories about life’s most important moments, while curated
by the editors in Love What Matters.“90% of the reads provide me to tears. I simply can't believe the like
this world truly offers when all we see is hate. That is so uplifting.” — “ When you wish to forget about the
divisiveness and the anger? It renews your appreciate of humanity. This curated collection of powerful tales
features 1st person accounts and photos that perfectly capture each moment: A hubby learning he’ You will
no doubt encounter goosebumps and tears, but this mosaic of lifestyle’ A new mother embracing her body.
A cashier inadvertently teaching a young young lady a lesson about endurance. —” From long overdue
adoptions to military heroes returning home; You may still find good people.s touching 9/11 tribute to what
an old dinner plate bought at a bake sale may teach us all about existence—s moments can keep you with
something a lot more profound: a reminder that, in the end, love generally wins. Authentic. They're genuine.
Raw. And they are perfect within their imperfection—just like all of us.s about to be considered a dad.these
are the occasions that matter.Shelsea Where carry out you go when you wish to feel inspired?This really is
the very best page on Facebook. For over five million people, that place is Like WHAT COUNTS, a digital
platform dedicated to finding and posting the daily moments of kindness, compassion, and love that so often
move overlooked. from a fireman’ We are in need of more reports of functions of kindness.s existence. A
bagel from a stranger that preserved a homeless guy’Johnny
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Love it! As a Love WHAT COUNTS follower, I am excited to give this book to my mother and mother in
legislation this Mother's Day. It's beautifully and lovingly designed from cover to cover. I'll probably
purchase one for myself as well!! Great book. So precious. It's great to find that with all the haters out there
on earth, be it people who struggle and hate personal or those who just hate other people--we are the same!
We all want to squeeze in, be adored and feel section of the winning team. End up being kind to a stranger
and become kind to someone who is mean for you. I have smiled, laughed, and cried at the stories within
this book. I needed them to really have the same warm feelings that I have when I browse this book, and I
will keep it at heart and purchase it for anybody else that I feel needs this kind of love and positivity in their
lives.. I have ugly cried...not really matter what. THANK YOU FOR SUCH AN EXCELLENT BOOK!
Quality publication for a brilliant affordable price....a lot, but We cherish this book.! We just need to
function harder to get the love and happiness. My story is in this publication therefore i guess that ... My
story is in this publication so I guess that I am a bit biased . All good people have to unite! A Great
Read!.!My story is on page 66 :) So much love We follow the Facebook page and lastly ordered the book.
This assortment of photos and writings simply reminds me--we all possess days that people struggle and
most of us have times we glow with love, friendship and happiness. Uplifting and Amazing! It's good to put
more good out there with all the bad that people have on earth right now. I finished up buying 2 even more
for gifts and I'm sure I'll end up buying still more. Great book. Beautiful collection of uplifting stories! I
wanted something to provide a friend going through a breast cancer diagnosis which book was the perfect
gift. Short real stories of good in this world that's actually happening. In a global where we are constantly
bombarded by bad news tales, it's a breath of oxygen to remember that there are still great, kind people on
the planet and love still prevails. But, I decided to order straight from the 'Love What Issues' website,
because I needed some t-t shirts and sweatshirts, too—also to make certain I was getting the most recent
edition. The tales are gorgeous and the book makes a lovely coffee desk piece. Finished it quickly and I
maintain it ... SUCH A GREAT, WONDERFUL, INCREDIBLE Publication! Finished it quickly and I
maintain it on a desk in my den as a conversational piece and one that friends can perform quick reads from.
I also bought several more copies to give as gifts! You can't buy just one single I initially bought this for a
give and when We looked through it We decided to maintain it for myself. As Advertised. So, this is my 2nd
'Like What Matters' publication! (Ordered from 'Love What Issues' website, though.) With all the negativity
and hatred out there currently, how refreshing and encouraging these true stories are! Someone gave me one
as a gift, and I'm ordering a different one for a coffee-table publication. Arrived as new Just ordered my 2nd
book! Pass on some positivity and purchase one today for someone going right through a difficult time! Gift
Receiver reported that she really enjoyed this reserve. Thanks! If you need a reminder that there is love and
goodness nowadays you cannot go wrong with this book.! WOW! What an uplifting publication!!! There are
some very inspiring stories in this reserve.! Kinda puts some faith back in humanity. I've bought lots as gifts
and the recipients possess asked me to obtain copies for his or her friends..!! Five Stars good reading Five
Stars Perfect HEART WARMING I would recommend to anyone who's attempting to hear about the nice in
this world! Love it! I purchased a copy for myself, a duplicate for my mother, my mother in regulation, and
my very special and close aunt for Mother's Day. Happy Ugly Crying When you need a good cry or even to
remember there are great people and good things in the world, this reserve won't do you wrong. Was much
larger than I believed it could be and began reading the moment I unboxed it. :o) I love this book!
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